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we start with the biggest moment of the season when the team puts on its best look of the season. damon (damon j. kim) shows his
confidence as he changes in front of the judge. the girls love the tux, but i love seeing him in the tux because it really accentuates the

suit. i think he has some very nice suits. i have no opinion about the lace dress, and no opinion about the blue suit. i really love the
tuxedo and the white, so i think he is a little bit of a wild card. but i think he is going to be a tough call. if she made a decision to take a

backseat and step back a little bit from the spotlight, that would be a really interesting development. i have no idea what's going to
happen, but i would like to see that. i don't want it to be so convenient that i just roll over and say, 'you're the winner, congratulations.'
"making friends" is certainly striking, but it's almost too thin. it could have been a bit more fleshed out. and it's hard for me to invest too
much emotion into a lawyer -- not about a lawyer. who cares if he's a lawyer. he's a human being with flaws just like everybody else. but
it's hard to invest in somebody. "making friends" doesn't really do that for me. "taking cues from popular culture" is definitely one of the

better episodes. it's so good. it's very funny. the only thing that doesn't always work for me is the ending, because they don't leave it
totally ambiguous like, 'oh, you know what? we'll never see each other again.' they've got to leave a little bit of wiggle room there. but it
works here. casting is tough and a great opportunity for reality television. when you make it to the top 10 on this show, you are in the big
leagues. the first couple of shows of the season i was concerned and insecure. but then, i realized that i had a really great core group of

girls around me that i could bounce ideas off of, that i could share with. and on the second show, everything really fell into place.
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